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ABSTRACT
Title

of the

project:

Strengthening of the Essential Oil
Industry in Korea

Number of the

project:

DP/DRK/88/001/A/01/37

Job

~escription

Qualification:

number:

DP/DRK/88/001/11-02
Chemical Design Engineer

It was the original purpose of the activity reported on
hereinafter to give technical advice in support of the design
and manufacture of impr~ved equipment for the essential oil
industry in the D.P.R. of Korea. At the request of the Korean
partners, however, the consultations on the construction of
equipment were cancelled and advice on chemical engineering
and technology in the respective branch was included in the
programme instead.
This report informs about the actual situation and the
stage of development achieved in Korea with respect t~
fundamental equipment and the involved technologies for the
production
and
processing of essential
oils,
making
reference, at the same time, to some principal aspects of the
interr.ational state of the art. Over and above that, it
includes
suggestions and recomaendations that
aim
at
improving
and advancing the equipment and technologies
presently applied to the Korean essential oil industry.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to accomplish an activity
under the joint development project number DP/DRK/88/01/AiOl/
37. entitled "Strengthening of the Essential Oil Industry in
the D.P.R. of Korea" that Ras signed between the Korean
government and UNDPiUNIDO in Kay. 1988.
Said project activity reads as follows:
"II.G Project inputs. 1. International staff. 11-01 Chemical
design engineer with up-to-date experience in the field of
essential oils. aho will assist national personnel in the
design
and local construction of improved distillation
equipment".
The task to be tackled by the chemical engineer is
specified in the Job Description DP/DRK/001/11-02 (See Anne"x
B to the above-mentioned development proje~t.) and in the
UNIDO Briefing Motes that were handed to the consultant in
Vienna. on November 7. 1988. (Annex 2)
The original purpose of the activity and the consultant's
duties were partly revised and supplemented since
the
consultant was informed in Pyongyang of the existence of
sufficiently developed local facilities for the construction
of chemical equipment for the essential oil industry in
Korea. Hence. his advice on this subject was not required. On
the other hand. the Korean partners asked the consultant for
additional consultation on questions of chemical engineering
and technology related to the extraction and distillation of
essential oils. And he was requested to assist the Y.orean
specialists in the elabJration or tender specifications for
bench-scale equi~nent, to serve as a basis for subm\ssicns by
foreign ~ompanies .

•
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The consultant was able to neet this request, because he
is also qualified and experienced in chemical process technology.
It is the specific purpose of thls document
- to inforn about the present situation and the level
achieved in the D.P.R. of Korea in the fielc of fundamental
equipment and the involved techniques for the production
and processing of essential oils,
- to
outline
sone of the principal aspects
of
the
international state of art in this particular field and
- to make suggestions for the improvene~t of
that is presently used in this country.

~he

equipment

The reported activity was taken up on November 6, 1988,
it was concluded on December 2 of the same year. For
the tine schedule, see Annex 3.

and

The Korean partners and the consultant are unanimous in
assessing that the activity in its modified and supplemented
form has fully accomplished its ains.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

In ac~ordance with the first conclusion drawn in Chapter
VI, we recom~end the D.P.R. of Korea and tJNDP/UNIDO to
impl~ment
t~e
project for the "Str~ngthening ~f the
Essential Oil Industry in Korea", taking into consideratiun the following aspects.

. ...

i•j! )'''•"
~
:
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2.

Equipment for the solid-liquid extraction of
oils from flowers with organic solvents

essential

Here the Korean side should
2.1. in future use reliable batch-vrocassed equipment for
solid-liquid-extraction on a commercial scale (with
total volumes per unit ranging fron 1 to 3 cubic meters)
that is fitted with ~odern flower charging and discharging systems such as baskets and is provided with solvent
circulation puaps in order to intensify the extraction
process.
2.2. carry on the investigations into the removal of the
solvent and its traces from the extract by neans of low-temperature vaeuum film evaporators. rotary vacuum f i lm
~vaporators and freeze-drying on bench scale.
2.3. inprove the stage of solvent extraction from

"concrete"
oil with film evaporators running at temperatures above
the oil's melting point(> 40 oC). leading the molten
oil directly from the evaporator into a cold liquid like
ethanol. and test said process by using a rotary vacuum
film evaporator.

2.4. check the operativeness of the vacuum system
in subsection II.A.4.
~.5.

described

cc.nsidf:r th-e applicatic.n of m•Jdt:rn technique:s and c::qui~···
m~nt for the extraction by sGpercritical gases, particularly by carbon dioxije, and carry out the n~cessary
tests at a trial station ~broad, above all for the
extraction of lilac oil,
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th~ solvent n-hexane by gas-chromatography
compare its quality with that of imported n-hexane,

2.6. analyse

3.

Equipment for the production of essential
plants by steam or water distillation

oil

and

from

Here the Korean side should
3.1. develop

and construct modern industrial steam
water stills featuring

or

distilling kettles with volumes between 3 and 5 cubic
neters,
modern charging and discharging system for vegetable
raw materials (baskets, tiltable bottoms etc.).
modern steam heating systems and
. improved oil separators
fer future application to such regions of the country as
~atisfy the necessary preconditions.
3.2. use

mobile steam distillation equipment in the form of
for the future producti~n of essential
oils from herbs grown in the fields (e.g. peppermint).
containeru~its

3.3. modify

the water distillation eguipm?nt and process in
order to exploit the 3dvantages of ~his method for the
production of essential oil from Rcsa rugosa in accordance with se~tion III.C.

4.

Equip~ent

for the processing of c•ssential oils ·by batch
vacuum rectificaticn
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Here the Korean side should
4.1. gradually substitute the simple stills without columns,
which are currently used for the putification
of
essential olls on a commercial scale, for up-to-date
batch
vacuum
rectification equipment
that
would
guarantee higher outputs and an improved quality of the
essential oils.
4.2. supplement

the curricula of the courses for the training of the Korean personnel abroad by instructions · in
the operation of modern equipment for the batch vacuum
rectification of essential oils.

4.3. have

sone Korean experts (chemical process engineers)
trained in the design, optimized operation and advancement of such equipment in accordance with the international state of art.

4.4. further

impr~ve
the quality of ~he final products by
employing mcdern packings in the columns, as soon as
sufficient experience in the handling of modern batch
vacuum rectification equipment was gained.

5.

UNIDO

is
recommended to send the enclosed specifications (Annexes 5 and 6) for bench-scale vacuum film
evaporator and batch vacuum rectification equipment (see
Development Project, Annex III, List of Equipment, No.
10 and
11) to three foreign companies as basis for
submissions. We suggest the following foreign firms:
- Tuurnaire I France
- Sulzer I Switzerland
- VEB Komplette Chemieanlagen Dresden / G.D.R.

The addresses are given in Annex 4.
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Submissions should be forwarded to the Korean partners in order to enable them to prepare their decision
upon conferring the contract. One should bear in mind,
however, that the budget \US i> for the pres~nt development project is limited with respect to the equipment
cost,
too, so that any decision on the scope of
deliveries should reasonably be governed by the priorities of individual equipment outlin~d in sections II.C
and IV.C.

6.

Th~

Korean partners and UNIDO are recommended to include
to the G.D.R.
in the next study tour of developed
industrializ~d countries made by Korean experts.

a

visit

7.
The KGrean partners are recommended to pay special
attention to the necessary measures of fire protection and
safety against explosion when equipment is operated with
solvent n-hexan~ in closed room~.
All international safety regul~~ions are to be observed.

I. GENERAL REMARKS
The rP.presentatives of the Pyongyang Essen~ial Oil
Research Centre (P.E.O.R.C.) and the consultant usually met
at the Taedonggan6 Hotel in Pyongyang where they discussed
questions of design and technology in the field of essential
oil production.
Fo~
senior counterpart staff,
izations, please, refer to Annex 1.

In
reported

the
on

their names and special-

the director of t~e P.E.O.R.C.
beginning,
th~
history, structure and purpose of his
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research ~entre that was founded on• April 13. 1qs4. Its
predecessor had been a small-scale laboratory concerned vith
the winning of essential oils from roses, lilacs and lilies
of the valley.
The future structure of the P.E.C.R.C. is outlined in
the Development Project No. DP/DRK/88/001. The research
centre has to play an important part in the development of
the Korean essential oil industry. Its principal duties today
are
- to establish and extend the institute under
nentioned development project.

the

afore-

- to contribute essentially to the improvement. intensification and modernization of technology and equipment for the
production and proces~ing of essential oils in the D.P.R.
of Korea and
- to create the bases for improving the quality and
fying the range of essential oils of Korean make.

diversi-

Same as beforb, the P.E.O.R.C. concentrates its research
efforts on the production of high-quality essential oils from
the flovers of roses (Rosa rugosa), lilacs (Syringa dilatata)
and lilies of the valley (Convallaria majalis L.) by solidliquid-extraction with organic solvents. Predominantly used
solvents are:
- normal hexane (n-hexane) ror flower extraction and
- ethanol for the production of -absolute" oil fron
"concrete" oil.
The
country·~

Korean

experts informed in detail about
resources of the above-mentioned flowers.

their
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The Rild growth of Rosa rugosa is particularly concentrated in the northeast of Korea, on a coastal strip about
400 kn long and 2 kn wide. A favourable habitat of this plant
is the valley of the Tunangang river, where it is spread over
an area of 2000 Dschongbo (1 Dschongbo = 0.99174 ha). The
amount of f loRers harvested from one Dschongbo in the course
of the year is 4000 kg and higher. as this species is blooming fron Hai until October.
At present, a total of about 300 t of Rosa rugosa flowers are
harvested in the D.P.R. of Korea every year. This quantity
can be considerably increased in the future. Rosa rugosa also
grows in Japan, where a Japanese company has been producing
oil fron this rose since more than 100 years. Owing to the
fact that the resources of this flower are limited in Japan,
said company has pronounced its intentions to buy Rosa rugosa
essential oil fron Korea in the future.
Analogously to the Rosa rugosa. there are also large
resources of lilac and lily of the valley growing wild in the
mountains. In the north of the country the bushes of Rhite
lilac sometimes cover the mountains over a width of 6
kilometers and a length of some dozen kilometers. In Pyongyang and its surroundings the lilac is blooming from 25 April
until the 20 Hay, and in the north country from 15 July until
15 August. It is particularly concentrated in the Sang-Wyen
region ncrth of Pyongyang.
The lily of the valley grows in closed mountainous
habitats, in a total area estimated at some 7000 Dschongbo.
Its bloo~ing season coincides with that of the lilac, also
cum~cncing in the south and progressing northward.
Th~
topics of the meetings held between the representatives of the F.E.O.R.C. and the consultant as well as their
results rre d~scribed in the following chapters.
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II.

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ESSENTIAL
OILS BY EXTRACTION

A.

Stage of deyelopmeot reached in the D.P R. of &orEta.

l.

The first bench-scale equipment for the extraction
the recoyery of the solvent Cfig, II/l)

and

- Information about this equipment vas obtained through
an oral report.
coloured photographs and a· principle flov sheet and
. the visual inspection of the equipment in a storage
room..
- Mode of operation of the equipment:
periodic
- Brief description of the plant and the equipment:
All eqaipment at ground level. under a shelter. Flexibl£ tubes for feed and discharge and for connection
between individual apparatuses. Equipment nade of
grade SUS 304 stainless steel (DIN 1.4301).
a)

Extractor
upright cylindrical vessel with lid.
tiltable to facilitate emptying.
200 1.

volume:

aprrox.

height:

approx. 1000

dia:neter:

approx.

1111.

600 nm.

1----------------------~-~~l
cond@nsot ;on

condensation

evaporgt ion

extract lon

st~am

after
e'Xtroe tion

----

cootirg

water
I

steam
':~11':tens.

·r
1-condenser
2-receiver- separator

5-condenser

6-receiver

3-extractor

' - ~vaporator

UN/001881 Langnrtrl fig.If. I 1
Principle flowsheet, e><traction

~
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perforated tray above the bottom •
. tube ring under said tray. provided with small
bores for· the inj?ction of steam after the extraction and the discnarge of the solvent. in order to
renove fron the flowers any sol~ent residues.
connection from the extractor ~~
spiral condenser.
designed for
stean/n-hexane mixture.

a water-cooled
condensing the

catch-pot fo~ water and liquid n-hexane
under said condenser •
. connection
valve,
b}

f~om

arranged

the extractor to the evaporator via

Evaporator
upright.
and lid.

cylindrical vessel with

tapering

heating coil installed in the lower section.
volume:

approx. 160 1.

- Technology:
a) Extracti-:,n
solvents:
press~re

n-hexane. benzol, petroleun ether.
and temperature: normal

bottom
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. charge: 50 kg of flowers and 150 l of solvent,
. extraction period: 1 to 2 h
after extraction, the liquid is transferred to the
evaporator, while the flowers are treated '1ith
steam for recovery of the solvent.
b) Evaporation of the solvent
. pressure: atmospheric,
temperature:
in the beginning or evaporation:
at the end of evaporation:

0

approx. SO C,
approx. 80 oC,
0

. heating fluid:

seturated steam at 100
approx.

evaporation period:
product residues at the

b~tton

C,
2 h,

after evaporation:
approx. 30 l,

The solvent va~ours flow to the spiral condenser
where they are condensed with the aid of cooling
water. After condensation, the solvent enters a
rec:eiver tank.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

--
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- Results
a) Extraction
Extraction
period

Extragent

(h)

kg or
''concrete- oil
obtained fro• 1000 kg
of Rosa rugosa f lovers

----------------------------------------------------3.0

benzol

11)

n-hexane

2

2.0 - 2.32)

2

1.5 - 1.7

petroleu~

ether

----------------------------------------------------1) At the end or this extraction period the flowers
had turned white.
2) The quantity of "concrete" oil could be increased
to 2.5 kg vhen the solvent was made circulate vith
the aid of a pump (two circulations per hour).
Yiehi of "concrete" essential oil extracted
Rosa rugosa with n-hexane: 65 to 70 %.
. The

"concrete" oil 0f Rosa rugosa contains

from
40

to

50 % of "absolute" essential oil.

b) Evaporation of the solvent
. At the final stage or evaporation, part of the
essential oil evaporates together with the solvent.

jmll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . .----------------------~~~~~-~~~~-
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. Quality of the product (extract) after the evaporation of the solvent: insufficient; colour: dark
brown; no scent of flower.
The above-mentioned evaporation equipment had been in
use until 1986.

2. Laboratory equ~pment for the recovery of solvents and the
production of -concrete- essential oil
The inf ornation was obtained through
- an oral report.
- a principle flow sheet and
visual inspection of the equipaent in a laboratory.
The insufficient quality of the extract produced on
bench-scale equipment (see subsection Il.A.1.) can be traced
back to the deconposition or the essential oil in consequence of the excessively high tenperatures and long residence tines at the solvent evaporation stage. That is why the
type of equipment and the technology at this stage were
char.ged. A vacuun film evaporator was used, offering the
following advantages:
- large product surface for solvent evaporation.
- short product residence tine and
- low product temperature.
fil~

At the F.E.0.R.C .• a labora~ory glass plant with vacuu~
evaporatur was sct-~p as outlined in the following.
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- Design and technology were similar to those of the
bench-scale eQuipment described in Annex 5 and shown
in fig. annex 5/1.
- Characteristic features of the
and technology are

laboratory

equipme~t

voluae of vessel V 2
(fig. annex 5/1):

approx .

4

1

. volume of vess€l V 3
(fig. annex 5/1):

approx.

4

1

diameter
length

jacketed evaporation tube:
absolute pressure at
the evaporator top:

<=

Warm water temperature (inlet):
Throughput rate of the liquid
n-hexane/wax ("concrete" oil)
mixture toward the evaporator
top:
- With
the equipment abuve
results were obtained:

the

approx.
foliowing

n-hexane evaporation rate during
the first passage vf the mixture:

10
1000

llll
Dll

13.3 kPa
100

llD

Hg)

25 oC

4 kg/h
pin~ipal

3.0 to 3.5 kg/h

When the mixture had passed the evapjrator three
tines, it featured an n-hexane concentration from 5
to 10 percent in w~ight and a melting point below
25 oC.

Q§jgnat ions~

V1... 6 1 vess~ls

£ 11 ~vaporator
C1: condensr:·r

Rt.· refrigPrator
Pl /1; 11~ :voe.pumps

'

-

..,.Jm

Tl: ind le.of temp.
'
f pr&ss . ...,I
Pl .. mdic.o
0

~

~

~
I

!~

1a,1b:warme water
2o.2b :cooling waffi'r
3a,3b: refrig@rant
~ - 9 :numbers ofsftroins

air

i.

PC :aut.pr@ss.controY
LC: aut. lrJve/contt,ol

\EEJ_"\ p112

'T

~·
~,

~E
I
"'

tOm

l..-.-------·-

1b

..

..... ~............_.

~~

UNID0/88
Langn&r
fig.annex 511

Principl~ flow Shr!r!t

......._ ......... _... f i Im

@v,qe.9[.EJ.2!.. ••

:

'

.
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. no decoloration of the product
After vacuum film evaporation. the concentration of
the n-hexane in the afore-mentioned mixture was further
decreased by low-temperature batch vacuum distillation in
laboratory apparatuses, reaching as low a concentration as
about 2 percent in weight at a melting point around 30 oC.
Such mixture still features a distinct smell o! n-hexane.
The P.E.0.R.C. developed the idea of freeze-drying
the -concrete- essential oil for freeing it completely from
the n-hexane and its traces and it applies this method at
temperatures ranging from -20 to -25 oC. In these conditions
the -concrete• oil is solid. Before freezing. it is formed
into balls, bars or the like in order to obtain a large
surfae;e.
Another method applied by the P.E.O.R.C. to the
complete removal of n-hexane from -concrete- essential oil at
laboratory scale consists in nixing the latter with ethanol
~hat afterwards is evaporated together with the traces of the
n-hexane.
Samples of this -concrete- oil were shown to the consultant.
It had been produced from the Rosa rugosa and was of the
following quality:
- fundamental evaluation: good
- colour:
yellow {similar to honey)
- scent:
flowery
- melting point:
aprox. 40 oC
- acid number:
22.0
- ester number:
30.4
No samples were shown of the "concrete" oils made from lilies
of the valley and lilac. "Concrete" lilac oil had been
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produced, but the results were unsatisfactory:
than the Rosa rugosa oil and no flowery scent.
3.

worse colour

Equipment for the production of "absolute"· essential oil
frqn "concrete" oil

In the beginning, the consultant reported of the
equipment and technology applied in this field in the G.D.R .•
e.g. to the production of jasmin oil:
- General aspects:
batch-type process at laboratory
mainly using glass apparatuses , manual work.

scale.

- Procedure:
1 kg of "concrete" oil is dissolved in 6 1 of ethanol
(96 %), at normal pressure and normal temperature,
stirring the liquid for about 3 hours.
The solution is cooled in a bottle th~t is placed into an
ice/salt packing (at temperatures ranging from -15 to
-20 oC.
Then the liquid is vacuum-filtered
paper in a funnel.

through

filtering

The ethanol is evaporated at normal pressure in a steam-heated glass recipient (of approx. 10 l in volume).
while a water-cooled glass condenser is used for condensation of the ethanol vapours.
No column.
The separated wax is subjected to this treatment two or
three tines more. in order to increase the "absolute" oil
yield.
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. The yield of "absolute" oil

a~ounts

to some 50 %.

The Korean experts confirmed that they apply the sane
technology
to the production ~f "absolute"
oil.
For
evaporation of the ethanol they use a lab-type vacuum film
evaporator. The filtering paper (about 1.5 mn thi~k and of
special texture) is imported from France. Japanese firms buy
the sane paper from France, too.
Given in the table below are the qualities
essential oils.
Properties
or
par311eters

Rosa rugosa

colour
scent
melting point
d25
20
20
acid number
ester number

golden-yellow
flowery
20 oC
1. 0081
+ 20030'
1.5050
12.8
39.5

of

"absolute"

Lily of the valley
(Convallaria majalis L.)

lightly yellow
flowery
0.9159
1.4689
108.5
39.5

Hain components •Jf the "absolute·· oil of Rosa rugosa (weight
pereentages):
phenyl ethyl alcohol
geraniol
citronellol
methyl eugenl)l
eugenol

30.5
11. 8

10.9
12.0
18.6
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benzyl aleohol
nellol
benzyl acetate
and others.

1.9

6.3
1.3

Last summer, some samples of "absolute" essential
oils obtained from the Rosa rugos~ and the lily of the valley
were sent to Bulgaria, France and China for expertise of
quality. The results are said to have been good. The gaschromatograms received from Bulgaria did not show any solvent
peaks.
The very pleasant smell of these oils was certified by the
Robertet Company (8.P. 100/0633 Grasse Cedex France).
4. P.E.O.R.C. draft design for the construction of ben~h
scale equipment with vacuum fjlm evaporator (fjgure II/2)
The information was obtained through:

- an oral report,
- a principle flow sheet and a photograph.
Brief description of the equipmenc:
- Dimensions of the plant:
height
approx. 5 m
length
approx. 4 m
width
approx. 1 m
- Equipment is mounted on a steel scaffold.
- Material: grade SUS 304 stainless steel (ace.DIN 1.4101)
- Overall dimensions of the vacuu~ film evaporator:
. diameter of the in~er tube:
100 mm
. length of the evaporator:
2.5 to 3.0 m
The vacucm (absolute pressure: 13.3 kPa = 100 m~ Hg)
shall be produneri by a "ater jet pump.
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- Between 50 and 100 kg of solvent n-hexane are evaporated
per hour and shall be condensed with water in the water
jet pump.

For the following reasons. the consultant expressed
his serious doubts of the operativeness of the vacuum
system:

- The hourly output of n-hexane vapours is too high to
allow for obtaining the required vacuum with a standardsize water jet pump operating at the normal flow rate.
Hen~e,
the n-hexane vapours will have to be condensed
upstream the water jet pump.
- The

difference of :...:vel between the water jet pump
II/2. item 5) and the vessels (figure II/2,
items 6 and 7) is too small to ensure the steady operation of the vacuum system. The downpipe of the water jet
pump is to be barometrically (height > 10 m) immersed in
a receiver.
(figu~e

As a working medium, water jet pumps require high water
flow rates per hour. The strong turbulence prevailing in
this apparatus makes it difficult to separate the
condensed n-hexane from the water in a separator.
- The water circulation pump (figure II/2.
item
transfers friction heat to the water. It has to
secured that this heat is removed f roM the system
cooling with a sufficient quantity of cold water.

8)
be
by

Des inaglt ions:

I -vessel
2 -vess<JI
3 -film~voporator

E
~

.~-vessel

--.--t:I::-=-:::--=~J

5 -watervoc.pump

E

f

6 -va>ssel
. 7-sa>parator N'
. 8 -watCJr pump 7'

hex on

vvater

a,b-coollng
wat<Jr
(10-2s 0 c

J
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Principle flow sheet, film evaporator
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B. Discussion of problems and suggested improvements
eguipmeot copprisjng yacuun film evaporators

on

Extraction
The crucial question at this stage of the technological process is to find the right solvent of guaranteed
quality (none of the components should feature a higher
boiling point) that permits of obtaining high-quality
essential oils. The consultant informed that
- in Bulgaria petroleum ether is used for the extraction
of rose oil and
- China imports the n-hexane in order to guarantee the
required quality.
The P.E.O.R.C. informed that
- n-hexane was chosen as a solvent since
it is produced in the D.P.R of Korea on a commercial
scale and
other conntries (China. Japan) are using it for the
extraction of oils from flowers. too;
- at the manufacturing chemist's this solvent is distilled
three times at column top temperatures that are equivalent to the boilifig point of pure n-hexane;
- in spite of the last-mentioned fact. however, about
1.5 kg of non-evaporating matter (paraffin and oth~~
compounds) remain in the still after the evaporation of
!GOO kg of n-hexane produced in the manner described
before;
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the n-hexane is not subjected
analyses for quality control.

to

gas-chro£atographic

The consultant recommends:
- to introduce the gas-chromatographic control of the
quality of the n-hexane and
- to compare the quality of the Korean n-hexane with that
of n-hexane from abroad, e.g. from Japan.
Removal of the solvent and its traces from the
essential oil

"concrete"

As reported in subsection II.A.2, both the process.
which comprises three stages. and the equipment were
developed by the P.E.O.R.C. on a laboratory scale. The
possibilities of optimizing said process, its stages and
the equipment were discussed.
a) Vacuum film evaporation
The P.E.0.R.C. let know that temperatures between 25
and 30 oC are the admissible maximum in the film evaporatc r (heating water temperature). Product quality would
be deteriorated, if this limit value was exceeded. The
consultant remarkej
- that the reason for limiting the film evaporator temperature is the relatively long period which the produ~t
resides in the vessel below the evaporator after evaporation and
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- that the above-nentioned tenperature limit aakes it
impossible to intensify the f ila evaporation process and
to reduce the solvent concentration in the -concrete·
oil to 5 percent in veight or less. owing to the necessity of keeping the melting point of the mixture belov
25 oC in order to prevent the film evaporator from being
stopped up ~ith solid product.
The consultant·s question as to whether batch vacuum
distillation had already been applied instead of vacuum
film evaporation. to remove the major part of the solvent.
vas answered by the P.E.0.R.C. in the affirmative. stating
that in the latter case product quality had been inferior.
b)

Batch vacuum distillation

The consultant is of the opinion that the application
of batch vacuum distillation is not the optimum solution
for this stage of the process. He suggests
- to use a rotary vacuum filn evaporator,
- to operate said evaporator at temperatures above
nelting point of the "concrete" oil {> 40 oC) and

the

- to intrudu~e the product, right after leaving said
evaporator, into a cold liquid such as ethanol, in order
to exclude its thermal decomposition.
c)

Freeze-drying

This
essential

gu~rantees that
t~e
~~thod is original and it
~!1
looses only a m!nimu~ of its components
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vhile the traces Qf soivent are being removed froa it,
because the partial pressure difference betveen solvent
anj essential oil increases vith decreasing temperature.
The method of removing the n-hexane traces by aixing
the essential oil vith ethanol and evaporating
the
ethanol/n-hexane aixture afterwards has tvo disadvantages:
It is necessary to separate the ethanol from the nhexane after evaporation.
- Some residual ethanol vill be left in the essential oil.
With industrial plants it will be reasonable to erect
the equipment of process stage (a) in the vicinity of the
plant habitats or fields, in order to avoid long haulage
distances for the great quantities of solvent. The equipment of stages (b) and (c) should be centralized since
- the quantities of product to be transported are snall,
- an exact product quality control at this stage is
indispensable and
- processing is independent of the harvesting season of
the flowers.
Production of
"concrete" oil

"absolute" essential oil on the

basis

of

According to the P.E.O.R.C., the fundamental problem
in this process is to separate the "ax fron the essential
oil to th~ greatest possible extent. Wax ~esidues in the
perfun~ vo~ld stain the cloth~s and must be eYcluded.
Possible solutions to this probl~m are:
- to Jet the filtration process take place at lo" temperatur~ (of about -20 oC) and
- to us~ etficient filtering p~per (inp0rted rrom France).
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The P.E.0.R.C. pr~sented the design of a
for lov-tenperature operation (see figure II/3).
C. Elaboration of the
fjln eyaporator

techn~~al

specification for

a

filter

vacuum

The task specified in Annex 5 (tend~r specification)
is the result of team work bPtveen the P.E.O.R.C. and the
consultant.
In the essential. this team work aimed at creating highly
reliable equipment and possibly excluding all doubts
its opera~iveness expressed in subsection II.A.4. The
above-mentior.ed specification constitutes the basis for
the procurement or offers from foreign enterprises for the
delivery of bench-scale equipment with vacuum film evaporators. After the delivery. erection and successful trial
operation of the equipment by the P.E.O.R.C., the D.P.R.
or Korea would like to start the local construction of
such equipment for industrial purposes.
The consultant had expressed the opinion that the
financial means included in the project (10000,- US $) are
much too sn~11 for the scope of equipment listed in the
specification. That is vhy the P.E.O.R.C. decided the
following priorities for individual equipment (fig. annex
5/1):

1. film evaporator

2. condensel·

E 1 +
c 1
R 1

v

3

3. refrigerating set
4. mechanical vacuum
pullp, 1 unit
Pl
IC
v 2, v 4 v 5, v 6
..J.
vessels
6. all valves and the automatic control circuits PIC, LIC
I
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III. EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ESSENTIAL
OILS BY STEAK OR WATER DISTILLATION
A.

Stage of deyelopnent achieyed in the D P,R. of lorea
Today steam distillation is the most frequently
applied method for the production of essential oils from
vegetable raw materials in Korea. Used for the production
of the oils are such plants as
-

pine (Pious sp.)
thuja (Thuja koraiensis)
calnus (Acorus asiaticus)
peppermint (Kentha arvensis var. piperascens)
nepeta (Nep~ta cataria)
valerian (Valeriana fouieri).

Statistical values of the produced quantities of oil
are not available. The Korean experts estimate the annual
output of peppermint oil at 100 tonnes. A total of 700
tonnes of various oils from wild plants (such as pine.
thuja et~.) are said t0 be manufactured annually in the
n0rthern regi0n 0f the c0untr7.
In the D.P.R.

of Korea there are about 3000 to 4COO

s~all-scale stills of local importance for the producticn
o! essential oils by stean distillation. On the average.

the volumes of the distilling tanks range from 250 to
300 1. The capacity of the biggest amounts to 500 1. The
tanks are preferably b~ direct steam from a steam
generator. They are neither provided with heating jackets
nor with coils. Some of the stills are directly fuelled
in the traditional way. The ra" materials are manually
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charged and disc~arged. after opening the lid of the
tank.
Equipment fitted with modern charging and discharging
facilities (tilting tanks, tanks provided with baskets)
are only found in a district town naaed County. Two types
of condea.sers operating with cooling water are used for
the condensation of vapours. i.e.
- spiral condensers for distillation tanks of capacities
between 250 and 300 1 and
- plate cond~nsers for the 500 1 tanks (see figure
III/1).

8.

Information about modern, advanced egujpnent
The consultant gave the following'infornation on up-tu-date steam distillation equipment:
EYSSERIC Company/France
Address: Ets F. EYSSERIC & Fils, 26110 NYONS
7or more than 50 years this company has been
experienced in essential oil distilling plants, having
available stills with capacities of 1450, 2500 and
5000 1.

Incorporated into the 2500 and 5000 litre stills are
- medium and high-capacity distilling apparatuses with
prefabricated furnace, steam boiler and chimney;
- standardized lo"-pressure Rater-bath steam generators;
- c~oling units comprisin6 a spiral cond~nser and an oil
se~arator;
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- process
measuring and control equipment such
as
pressure gauges.
level indicacors.
valves.
pump
controls etc.;
- auxiliary structures such as operating
platforms.
ramps. ladders etc ..
Incorporated into the 1450 litre stills are
- individual apparatuses for small business;
- steam generators built into composite furnaces fuelled
with ~~od or distillation residues;
- ho~ed for foreign shipment;
- options for exports: chimney. floor. ladder, shed,
gantry.

Up-to-date industrial plants and equipnent for steam or
water distillation are in operation in the following
countries:
a) Hungary,

Szilasmenti Mezogasbasagi termeloszovetkezet
Kerepestarcsa

- steam distillation of camomile.
caraway, dill etc.

lavender.

peppermint.

b) Bulgaria, Bulgarska rosa in Karavelavo near Karlovo
- water distillation of rose flowers
- steam distillation of lavender
c)

G.D.R.,

VEB Kosmetikkombinat Berlin in collaboration
with other companies
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- steam distillation of peppermint.
narjoran. lovage. parsley etc.

caraiiay.

dill.

The
main characteristics of these plants
and
equipment ar~ given in table no. 1.
Additional information can be obtained from the following
figures:
- figure 11/2
Stationary steam distillation unit
- figure III/3
Mobile steam distillation container
- figure III/4
Station for steam distillation vith
mobile container
- figure II/5
Separator

i- ··-----·-

•
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C.

Water

distillation

equipment

and

technology

for

the

extraction of oil fro2 the Rosa rugosa

The

P.E.O.R.C.

informe~ of the results obtained in
the
a~plying the above ~ethod. pointing to

D.P.R. of Korea in
the

follo~ing

two problems:

- Owing to the high solubility of Rosa rugosa oil
water, no oil phase was formed in the separator.

in

- Part of the Rosa rugosa flowers crumbled during the
boiling process so that mud was formed. Mud formation
depends on the thickn~ss of the flower leaves. The
leaves of sufficient str0ngth (thickness) collected
from a number of habitats showed no nud formation in
water distillation.
The consultant gave the follc~ing literature-based
information on distilling equipment and technologies for
ros~ flowers:

- When charging the distilling tanl;, it is absolutely
necessary to k~ep the prescribed water/flower ratio.

- At the initial stage of water distillation, the heating
or evaporation rate shall be low so that the largest
possible amount of "primary" oil can be obtained in the
separator.
- Vapour condensation temperatures must not fall be lo~
35 oC, in order to prevent some oil components from
settling in the condenser.
condensed water in the separator cuntains a large
number of dissolv~d oil ~ompon~nts which have tu be

- The
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recovered in a cohobation column. The oil recovered by
cohobation is called -secondary- oil. After cohobation,
the water is fed back into the process for the
distillation of new flowers.
- Figure III/6 shows the suggestion of a
distillation tank.

modern

vater

Rosa rugosa oil production by vater distillation has
number of advantages over the solid-liquid extraction
with organic solvents. The process is simple and safe,
producing high-quality -absolute- oil (free from traces
of solvent or wax). And it is more economical thah the
extraction.
a

IV. BATCH

VACUUM RECTIFICATION EQUIPMENT FOR ESSENTIAL

OILS

PROCESSING
A.

Stage of development achjeyed jn the D.P.R, of Korea

At present the essential oils produced by stean
distillation are purified through dephlegmation at normal
pressure, in simple stills without columns.
This purification proces~ serves for
- improving the colour of th~ oils and
- removing the water and such oil components as feature a
high boiling point, e.g. waxes, r~sins etc.
The stills h3ve the following dimensions.
- Dia~eter:
approx. 1.5 ~
- Height (over vapour tub~); 2.0 to 2.5 m
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They are provided

~ith

stean-heated coils in the bottom.

Normal-pressure
boiling
points
pressures for selected oils:
Oil

Peppernint
Pine needles)
Calmus
)
Thuja
)

and

heating

steam

Boiling point
(oC)

Absolute pressure of the
heating steam (MPa)

140 - 160

0.4 - 0.65

80 - 120

0.1 - 0.25

The yield of oil purified in this process is about 95 %.
At

P.E.O.R.C. trial station there is a batch
unit of the folloMing features.
- Material:
glass
Still volume:
100 1
Column diameter:
0.2 n
Column height:
1.5 n
Packir.g material:
Raschig rings
Absolute pressure:
abt. 13.3 kPa = 100 nm Hg

vacu~n

B.

ih~

a

re~tification

international state of art,

presented by the

exa~ple

of scne leadini firms

The

explained the construction and fun~
modern batch vacumun rectification plant.
inforLing of his experience in the operation of such
~qui~ment with th~ following features.
ti~ning

~onsultant

of
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The distilling kettle is heated uith steam or an
organic heat transfer medium. For thermolabile products
it is either of shallow design or equipped with a
falling film evaporator.
- The column is fitted vith efficient packings on
basis of uire gauze that are particularly suited
vacuum operation and provide for
. a large number of theoretical trays and
. a low pressure drop per aeter of colunn height.

the
for

The total condenser is characterized by a lou pressure
drop and the absence of condensate undercooling.
- The reflux manifold allows for precise
adjustments within a vide range.
The
product
facilities.

receiver

is

provided

reflux

ratio
cooling

- The vaccum generation systen. which nay be a combination of booster and water ring pump with automatic
absolute pressure control. is highly reliable.
The thermal output within the distilling kettle is
controlled in depence on the pressure drop between the
botton and the top of the column.
Tournaire fron France has available various models
or type series of such equipment.
Sulzer fron Switzerland is famous mainly for its eff icient column packings such as
- Sulzer BX (gauze of stainless steel or other material)
- Mellapak
(made of metal)
- Kerapak
{made of ceramic material).
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VEB Chemian!agenbaukombinat Leipzig-Grinma I G.D.R.
offers batch vacuum rectification plants for th~rmolabile
substances. too. This company invented nodern packings
for vacuum columns up to 600 1111 in dianeter. named
Super Pyropack F and G.
and composed of Yire gauze. cloth. netal sheet or foil.
The following is a list of some of their
features.

characteristic

Parameter

Super Pyropack
F

Super Pyropack
G

spe·~ific

surface

SJ?ecific ;;.;i.iht
(stainless steel wire
gauze)

500 to 700 m2/m3
1~0

kg/ai3

300 kg/m3

recommended c0lumn
diameter rang.:

100 - 600

separative effect
(number of theoretical trays per meter)

4 - 6

6 - 8

pressure drop

250 Pa/m

400 Pa/ir.

liquid hold-up

m11

100

111; •H

less

3 - 7 %

On the basis of constructional drawings the consultant gave detailed information on a batch vacuum rectification plant with traditional packings. which the G.0.R.
company VEB Komplette Chenieanlagen had exported to Cuba.
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Some characteristic
below.
- Kettle volume:
- Column di&meter:
- Column height:
- Absolute pressure:
- Heating medium:
- Packing material:
C.

features of this system

are

given

abt, 200 1
150 DD

abt. 10 ~ (incl. head condenser)
0.55 kPa = 4 nn Hg
steam at 1.1 KPa (abs.pressure)
10 nn ceramic Berl saddles

Elaboration of the technical specifications for
bench-scale batch vacuum rectification equipment

modern

The

task (tender specification) formulated in
6 is a resul. Jf the team work carried out by the
P.E.O.R.C. and the consultant. The remarks nade in
section II.C. upon the purpose of the film evaporator
specifications and the limitation of funds etc. apply to
the present specifications, too. Hence, the consultant
thinks it advisable to priorize the intended applications
as follows:
- processing of essential oils,
- final purification of the solvents and
- SJlvent recovery.

Annex

The scope of deliveries should be decided on the basis of
these priorities.

V.

CTHER

QUESTIO~S

On the Z5th of NoveMter,
1988, the conzultant
visited th~ ne~ F.E.O.R.C. building. (Fur the description
of this building and the l~boratories, pleas&, r6far ta
the rep0rt by Hr. Hylands, UNIDO consultant, dat6d
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December 8. 1987). Having had a look into the room "here
the bench-scale unit with vacuum film evaporator is going
to be installed, the consultant would recommend to check
the equipment after its installation in said room. as the
international safety regulations against explosion accidents (solvent n-hexane) inflict certain conditions. such
as the application of
- a light-weight roof.
- an
electrical system
atmospheres and
- a ventilation system,

suitable

for

explosive

gas

which that room does not satisfy.
During the meetings held "ith the P.E.O.R.C., the
consultant also informed of the up-to-date technology and
equipment for supercritical gas extraction, predominantly
using carbon dioxide. An experimental plant for the extraction of essential oils on this method is presently
being tested in the G.D.R .• on a laboratory scale. "ith
such vegetable raw materials as marjoram, hop etc.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
1.

The Korean intention to intensify scientific research
into essential oil~ by establishing a research centre
that shall form the basis for updating and strengthening
the national essential oil industry is reali~tic and
topical, because
- this country possesses extensive resources of raw materials for the production of essential oils,
- these substances and the final products made of them
are
urgently
needed in both the home and
the
international market.
- in the D.P.R. of Korea the facilities for series
production of the necessary equipment for the essential
oi! industry are already available and
- the Korean government concentrates the required material. labour and financial resources in this field.

2.

In Korea, successful laboratory research work was done on
the equipment for and the method of essential oil production by solid-liquid extraction from flowers (mainly of
the Rosa rugosa) with organi~ solvents. Now the time has
come to switch over to a bench-scale plant where efficient industrial equipment can be developed or seleated
for every stage in this process. The ab0ve-mentioned
method and equipment. developed on a laboratory scale,
is based on the right theoretical and experimental
foundations. However, an optimization of the process
seems to be possible.
Doubts

were thro~n upon the operative~ess of the
on the F.E.O.R.C. desiin sheet for ben~h
-scsle plants with vacuum film evap0r~t0rs.

~acuu~ 3y~tem
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Oil extraction by supercritical gases, in particular by carbon dioxide, is a process increasingly applied in the world. It has several advantages over other
methods
and is especially suited for
thermolabile
substances such as the essential oils extracted from
flower leaves.

3.

In the D.P.R. of Korea there are a number of small-sized
essential oil plants of local importance that work on the
steam distillation principle. These plants call for
advancement in order to increase their capacity and productivity, extend the produced range of oils and improve
the oil quality. Modern plants and equipment such as
cont~iner-type
steam distilling units for the extraction
of oils from herbs should be created for that purpose.
The steam distillation process should be modified
so that its adv&ntages can be utilized for the purpose of
Rosa rugosa oil extraction.

4.

In Korea, the essential oils produced by steam distillation are purified today through simple dephlegmation at
normal pressure without columns.
The incorporation of modern batch vacuum rectification
columns into this process would not only allow for increasad 0utputs and higher essential oil qualities. It
would also enabla the production of certain high-qua!ity
components of these oils.

5.

Owing t~ the properties of n-hexane (fire and explosion
hazard), th6 solid-liquid extracti0n with this solvent is
not und3ngero~s.
Therefore, it is indispensable to
observe all applicable safety regulations.
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Anne;-: 1

The senior cGunterpart staff, their
tions

name~

and specializa-

---------------------------------------------------------

Senior counterpart staff for scientifico-technical
Choi Dung G;,ang

- Director of the P.E.O.R.C.

Li Hyong Ho

-

0 Gwang Chol

- Interpreter

Senior
Yang

~ounterpart

Ch~;ng

Hak

w~rk:

H~ad

of the P.E.0.R.C. Laboratory,
acting as a guide for the consultant

staff for

fundam~ntal

questions:

- Director of the Department of
Science And Technology at the
Ministry of Light And Chemical
Industries

Lim Gyong ?fan

- Deputy Director-General cf the 5th
Department of the Ministry of
Foreign Trade (KFT)

Han Gang

- Senior Offir~r of the 5th Department of the ~inistry of Foreign
Trade (HFT)

Hr. Helder

- Deputy Manager of the UNDP Office
in Pyongyang
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Annex 2

BRIEFING NOTES FOR MR. LANGNER
DP/DRK/88/001/11-02. Chemical Design Engineer

Local Contact Institution:

P.E.O.R.C.

Review and assess the nature of the equipment presently used
in the centre for the production of essential oils.
a) Can the designs be improved?
b) Are there local
facilities for construction of field distillation units?
c) Investment possibilities for local construction if satisfactory - The material required for construction of one or two
model stills
- Whether training is needed.
Discuss requireme~tes with the local personnel concerning:
i)
Field distillation and stills (cap. 1000-2000 1)
ii) Smaller stills for pilot scale work (cap. 500-1000 1)
iii) Fractionating column assembly or rectification of essential oils 0.2 - 0.4 lit. cap.
Study all necessary details, materials, fuel, water, power
(To enable the consultant to submit details, designs and
engineering specifications for local fabrication in i and ii
above.
The consultant should bring a draft report outlining the
factors to discuss at headquarters. Also, the consultant
should bring ~esign sketches for discussions.
After debriefing, the report and engineering designs could be
finalised by the con3ultant at his home station and submit it
to UNIDO for forwarding to the Government.
Vienna, 7 November, 1988
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Annex 3
Time schedule of the activicies

------------------------------Novemb~r/December.

Individual activities in
- 06/11/88
- 07/11/88
- 08/11/88-09/11/88
- 10/11/88-11/11/88
- 12/11/88-23/11/88

- 24/11/88-25/11/88
- 28/11/eB

- 29/11/88

30/11/88-01/12/88
- 02/12/88

1988:

Flight Berlin-Vienna
Briefing at UNIDO headquarters/Vienna
Flight Vienna-Rome-Beijing-Pyongyang
First contacts and meetings with the
UNDP Off ice and the Korean partners
Meetings with the P.E.O.R.C. on ·the
engineering design and technology of
essential oil production
Preparation of the first draft of the
report
Final meetings with representatives
of the 5th department of the Ministry of Foreign trade and the UNDF
Off ice
Flight Pyongyang-Moscow-Vienna
Debriefing at UNIDO headquarters in
Vienna
Flight Vienna-Berlin
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Annex 4
Addresses of foreign companies suggested for participation in
a tender for bench-scale equipment
- Tournaire/France

TOURNAIRE - S.A .• Division equipements
BP4.06338 Le Plan des Grasse/France
- Sulzer/Switzerland
Gebrueder Sulzer Aktiengesellschaft
CH-8401 Winterthur. Schweiz

- VEB

Komplett~

Chemieanlagen Dresden/G.D.R.

VEB Komplette Chemieanlagen Dresden
PSF 184
8012 Dresden/DOR
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Annex 5
Specification
evaporator
1.

for

bench-scale

equipment with

vacuum

filn

Application of the equipment:
Removal of solvent n-hexane from the n-hexane/wax
mixture by evapuration under vacuum and at low temperatures.

2.

Capacity:
Capable of evaporating and condensing
SO kg cf n-hexane per hour.

3.

Brief description of the technology (fig. annr.x 5/1):
The n-hexane/wax mixture,
contained in vessel
Vl at atmospheric pressure, flows continously into vessel
V2 (stream 4) as a result of the vacuum. The liquid level
in V2 is automatically controlled by the LC circuit.
Owing to the difference in height, the mixture flows fron
V2 to the head of the evaporator El (stream 5). The flow
rate is adjusted by hand with the aid of a prec1s1on
vacuum valve or cock. In El, the major part of the n-hexane is evaporated under vacuum. The vapours enter the
condenser Cl (stream 6). The non-evaporated part of the
n-hexane, including the wax, fiows into the vessel V3.
Warm water is used for heating El (streams la and lb),
the flow rate of which can be adjusted by hand on a
precision valve. Cl ccnde~se~ the n-hexane vapours,
undercooling
the
ccr.densate.
It is
ccoled
wi~h
refrigerant (stre3ms 3a and 3b) from refrigeration set
Rl. The condensed n-hex3ne is collected in vessel V5,
cool~d ~ith refrigerant vi3 a coil (str~am 7).
V4 £er~es
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as a buffer tank for the tine when V5 is emptied. V6 is
a safety separator for liquid and residual vapours. It is
provided with a cooling jacket and a sight glass in the
outlet. Absolute pressure is controlled automatically. by
the PC circuit. One of the mechanical vacuum pumps is
operating. while the other is at stand-by.
4.

Technological parameters:
- Absolute pressure at the top of El:
normal
13.3 kPa (= 100 nn Hg)
minimum
2.6 kPa (= 20 mn Hg)
Wax concentration in the

mi~ture

(streams 4 and 5):

1. 5 gil

- Ambient tem~eratures:
summer mean: 25 oC. maximum: 30 to 33 oC
winter mean: -8 oC, minimum: -20 to -25 oC
Other parameters see Annex 5, No. 1.
5.

List of equipment

- Vessel Vl. provided by customer
- Vessel V2
flu id:
volume:
temperature:
pressure (abs.):
mat,:;r ial:
r.::mark:>:

n-hexane/wax mixture
250 1
same as ambient
2.6 to 13.3 kPa
stainless st~el
provided with lid for
purpvses, nut high

cle~nin~
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- Ves;;el V3
inner vessel
fluid:
volume:
temperature:
pressure (abs.)
material:
jacket

fluid:
tenperatt!re:
pressure (abs.):
11aterial:

n-hexane/"ax mixture
~.o

l

25 to 60 oC
2.6 to 13.3 kPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

warm water
25 to 60 oC
approx. 0.25 KPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

r.air.arks:
provided with illumination and sight glass in the lid
t~ll'lperat•n·e measurement in the bottom and
pressure
measur~L~nt in the top section

- Vessel V4
fluid:
volui&e:
temperature:
pressure (abs.):
1riaterial:
- Vessel V5
fluid:
voluir.e:
temperaturF.::
pressure (abs.):
material:

n-hexane
30 1
-10 oC

2.6 to 13.3 kPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

n-hexane
250 1
-10 oC
2.6 to 13.3 kPa; 100 kPa

grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(3CC. DIN 1.4301)
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re!!arks:
provided Yith coil for refrigerant to be ca~culated by
supplier
inspection glass provided in the side wall of the
upper section
equipped with product temperature measuring facility
- Vessel V6
. inner Vessel
fluid:
volume:
temperature:
pressure (abs.):
material:
jacket
fluid:
temperature:)
pressure:
)
11ater.lal:

air. residual vapours of n-hexane
20 l
-10 oC
2.6 to 13.3 kPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

refrigerant
to be decided by
manufacturer
grade SUS 304 stai~less steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

- Evaporator El
heat transfer surface: to be calculated by suplier
in the evaporator tube:
n-hexane/wax mixture
fluid:
-5 to 60 oC
temperature:
2.6 to 13.3 kPa
p1·.;ssure (abs.):
gra~e SUS 304 stainl~ss steel
matel'ial:
(ac~.

DIN 1.4301)
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in the jacket:
fluid:
temperature:
pressure (abs.):
material:
remarks:

warm water
25 to 60 oC
0.25 HPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)
Evaporator dimensions (diameter.
height) can be calculated by
supplier for the evaporation of
pure n-hexane.

- C·:mdenser C 1
heat transfer surface : to be calculated by supplier
in the tubes:
fluid:
temperature:
pressure (abs.):
material:
in th..:: ja.::ket:
fluid:
temperature:
p1·essure (abs.):
material:

n-hexal'e
-10 to 15 oC
2.6 to 13.3 kPa
grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1:4301)

refrigerant
-10 oC at the inlet
to be determined by supplier
.grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(acc. DIN 1.4301)

- Refrigerating set R 1
. capacity:

to be calculated by supplier
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refrigerant tenprature at the inlet of Cl:

-10 oC

remarks:
refrigerant: ethylene glycol/~ater nixture. initial
charge to be pro~ided by supplier
refrigerating systen complete with refrigerant circulating punp. expansion tank, piping etc.
- Mechanical vacuum pumps Pl/1. Pl/2
capacity:
gas temperature:
operating pressure
(abs.):

to be calculated by supplier
app!"OX. -lOoC
2.6 to 13.3 kFa at the t~p
section of E 1
min. to be calculat~d by suppli~r
nor~al

remarks:
If it was necessary to warm up the gas/stean mixture
before entering the punps.
the supplier should
provide for an adequate solution (tube with ~arn
water jacket or the like).
Check valves have to be installed upstream the vacuum
punps.
6.

Further remarks
All

measuring and control instrun€nts
i~ the plant, in-situ.

shall

ins~a1led

- Suk'.ply data:
. electri~ po~&r:

60 Hz, 220 vr 38C V
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. warn and cooling water:

To be provided by ~us
tomer. For specifications.
see table in Annex 5,
No. 1.

. Stean and compressed air are not available.
- The equipaent Cl. V4. V5, V6 and Rl (in part) and the
pipe connections betveen these units shall be provided
vith low temperature insulation.
-

electrical equipment (motors for Rl. Pl) and the
LC and PC control circuits shall be of explosion-proof
be
taken
against
design.
Precautions
should
electrostatic charging.

~he

- The equipment shall be installed in tvo roons 3rranged
one above the other, each of which having a floor
space of about 25 s3 and a height of about 3 m. Some
openings for the e~uipment and piping nay be provided
in the ceiling (made of concrete) that se~arates the
two rooms. In either roon the.equipment and other
facilities shall be mounted on steel scaffolds or feet.
Operating plat!orns shall be provided if necessary.
- The following is meant as an aid in film evaporator
calculation.
An evaporator of the sane shape. having
1000 l!lll
. an evaporation tube length of
10 1111
. an evaporation tube diameter of
and working in similar conditions on a laboratory scale
vould evaporate
3.0 to 3.5 kg of n-hexane per hour.
- It is requested that the prices of individual equip~ent
and documentation are quoted separately in the offer.
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Annex 6
Specification
for bench-scale equipment for batch yacuun rectification

1. Applications of the equipment
- Processing
of natural essential
peppermint. thuja, calmus etc.
- Final cleaning of solvent,

oils

such

as

of

e.g. n-hexane

2. Capacity
abt. 40 1 of liquid per batch.
3. Characteristic

features

of the equipment and

the

tech-

nology
The equipment shall be of similar design as
tuses shown in fig. annex 6/1.

th~

appara-

- Dimensions:
diameter of the column:
height of the column:
useful volum~:

150 mm
max. 6400 mm
abt. 40 1

- Heating system:
(since customer has no steam supply system),
using an organic heat transfer mediua. Designed for a
wide temperature rang~.

Electric
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reflux divider
8 - unit of heat gener.atio.n
receiver
with organic heat carier
control of reflux divider
9 - separator
indication of temperature
indication of pressure
generat/on .J vacuum UNID0/881 Lan ner

---------------t
Fi ur annex 611 Batch
vacuum distillation
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- Vacuum generation:

By two mechanical vacuum pumps,

one of which serving as

stand-by.
Maximum temperature of the product in the bottom of the
distilling kettle:
for essential oils
processing:
for cleaning of
the solvent:

160 oC
70 oC

- Operating pressure (abs.) at the head of the column:
tor essential oils
processing:
for cleaning of
the solvent:

0.67 to 13.3 kPa
normal pressure

- Recommended distillation rate: abt. 30 to 40 kg/h, based
upon water.
- Designed for the separation of components
boiling point difference of 10 oC.
- Material:

- The reflux
wid·::- range.
- All

meas~ring

in s i tll .

featuring

a

grade SUS 304 stainless steel
(a~c.

DIN 1.430:)

ratio shall be exactly adjustable vithin

a

and contr0l instruments shall be installed
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- Supply data:
electric power:

60 Hz, 220 or 380 V

cooling water:

summer temperature range:
20 to 25 oC
winter temperature range·
10 to 15 oC
pressure (abs.): 0.25 HFa

. Steam

a~d

compressed air are not available.

- Any part of the system featuring a
shall be insulated.

higher

temperature

electrical equipment and the measuring and control
systems shall be of explozion-proof design. Electrostatic charging shall be excluded.

- The

The plant is going to be erected in the open air, next
to the wall of a buiding of about 6 m in height. The
apparatuses shall, therefore,be installed on a supporting steel structure provided with an operating platform.
-

Type of

packing:

10 m~ cera~ic Berl saddles or any 0th~r effi~ie~t traditiGnal packing ~aterial; no modern column packings such
os

-

"~ulzer

Th~

et~.)

BX".

~quip~ent

shall be

(like the condenser, the va~uum
by the supplier.

ca~culated

pu~ps,
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4. Remarks
Supplier is requested
- to quote separate prices for every type of equipment and
for the documentation and
- to inform about the possibilities of modifying this
plant in a way that would enable its utilization for
another, third pur~ose: the evaporation of the n-hexane
from the n-hexane/wax mixture (1.5 g of wax per litre),
under va~uum and at low temperature.
In the affirmative case, this second variant of the
plant should be designed as outlined hereinafte~:
0

l~

Warm-water (25-30 C) heating shall be provided
bottom of the distilling kettle.

the

(•

n-hexane aondensation at a temperature of -10
refrigerant circulating in a system that is
with a refrigerating set.

C, by
fitted

Co1v-t-::nsate shall be c ...)oled with refrigerant.
Operating pressure (abs.): 2.6 to 13.3 kPa
- In

case

the plant can be modified as specified above,
is requested to quote the additional price
for said modification, taking into account that

suppli~r

the

warm water will be made available by customer and

the refrigerating system shall be delivered complete
with circulation pump, expansion vessel, piping, etc.

